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THE MiSSION OF AGARD
The mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO nations in the fields of science
and technology relating to aerospace for the following purposes:
—

—

Exchanging of scientific and technical information;
Continuously stimulating advances in the aerospace sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence
posture;

-- Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospace research and development;
—

—

—

Providing scientific and technical advice and assistance to the North Atlantic Military Committee in the field
of aerospace research and development;
Rendering scientific and technical assistance , as requested , to other NATO bodies and to member nations in
connection with research and development problems in the aerospace field ;
Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential ;
Recommending effective ways for the member nations to use their research and development capabilities for
the common benefit of the NATO community.

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior
representatives from each member nation. The mission of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are
composed of experts appointed by the National Delegates, the Consultant and Exchange Programme and the Aerospace
Applications Studies Programme. The results of AGARD work are reported to the member nations and the NATO
Authorities through the AGARD series of publications of which this is one.
Participation in AGARD activities is by invitation only and is normally limited to citizens of the NATO nations.
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Foreword
in our last issue of AGARD HIGHLIGHTS — 78/ 1 — of March 1978 — I touched on an
important subject of discussion of our National Delegates Board during its Annual
Meet ing in Copenhagen last Fall ; that is , cooperative research and development activities
with the smaller nations of the Alliance . I am happy to report that our scientific and
technical Panels have responded positively to this call by organizing meetings and conferences of several Panel Officers with Portugue se scientists and engineers during the
course of our 1978 Annual Meeting in Lisbon this September. In hel ping enhance the
technical potential of its smaller member nations , the North Atlantic Alliance will , as a
whole , gain in its collective strength.
With reference to current areas of interest in aerospace science and technology covered
by AGARD Panels and its Aerospace Applications Studies Committee , we have now
firmed a set of Terms of Reference and accompanying Topics Lists which will be
published shortly in the form of an AGARD document available through national distri.
bution centers listed on the back cover of this publication.
Those who attended our National Delegates Board Meeting in the Spring of this year will
no doubt recall the fascinating talk on various facets of aerospace medicine given so
masterfully by Air Commodore Cooke , Deputy Chairman of the Aerospace Medical Panel.
At the time we had planned to publish the written version in the present issue of the
Highlights. Unfortunately, this has not proved possible ; however , we shall try to make
arrangements to publish it later on.
_

‘
present issue’W~’foilow ~~ast practice of presenting a feature article on the areas of
~~ !he
intErest oVour~scientific and technical Panels with an exposé on Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation by the Chairman of t his Panel.
On the personal side , shortly after its spring Meeting, our National Delegates Board
suffered the tragic loss of one of its new and active members , Helmut L.angfelder of the
Federal Republic of Germany, who was killed in a helicopter crash . During his short
term as National Delegate, the youthful Chairman of Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm made
an indelible mark on AGARD. The whole AGARD community mourns Helmut
Langfelder ’s passing and extends its deepest sympath y to his family and to the Federal
Republic of Germany . He is remembered in this issue .
I recall that the HIGHLIGHTS is designed to give news of the AGARD community. I
hope that you will enjoy reading this issue and that it will encourage one and all to
submit contributions of articles for future issues.

.
~~ t ~~ 444 fr ~~~~ 4~
Robert H.Korkegi
Director , AGARD
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All members of AGARD , whether National Delegates, Panel Members of AGARD Staff , are cordially
invited to submit articles likel y to be of interest to other AGARD members for the next issue of
AGARD HIGHLIGHTS which will appear in the Spring of 1979. Articles should be addressed to:
Scientific Publications Executive
AGARD-NATO
7, rue Ancelle
92200 Neuilly sur Seine
Fran ce
or , from US and Canada only :
AGARD-NATO
APO New York 097 77

Front cover:
LISBON. POR TUGAL
Memorial to the Discoveries
Rising above the river like the prow of a symbolic
caravel this monument is embellished by a magnificent
group of statues. They stand on the two ramps which
f lank the memorial and represent the important
personalities linked with the Discoveries. A ( the point
of the pro w rises the f igure of Prince Henry the
Navigator, followed by seamen , cartographers , artists .
cosmographers , missionaries, and others.
Above the sails of the cara vel is a wall bearing on
either side the Arms of Portugal at the time of the
Discoveries, while at the back of the monument, above
the doorway, there rises a sword with the cross of
A viz on the hilt -- symbol of military strength and
Faith in God.
—

(NA TO Photo )
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PARIS JOUR
Photographs taken during the AGARD 44th
NA TIONAL DELEGA TES BOARD MEETING
held in the Conf erence Room of the Western
European Union building in Pari s in March 1978 .
Explaining a poin t (top picture ) is present
A GARD Director , Dr Robert H Korkegi, with
Dr Fran k L. Wattendorf ( US), Honorar y ViceChairman of the National Delegates Board and ,
on the righ t, Mr Frank R. Thu rsto n, the Board ’s
Chairman.

• ..et PARIS SOIR
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Hosts for the occasion at the Recep tion given by
the French Authoritiesfor A GARD National
Delegates and the guests were I ‘Ing. Général
Boscher and Mme Boscher, shown here on the
righ t of the picture . Being welcomed are
American National Delegate Dr Alan M. Lovelace
and his wife.
On the previous evening, A GARD also had the
pleasure of offering hospitality to its guests.
Dr and Mrs Korkegi are here seen greeting
Dip!. -big. Heinz Max , Federal Republic of
Germany , present Chairma n of AGARD’s Fligh t
Mechanics Panel.
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VAT/O VAL DELEGA TE THREESOME
L ‘Ip ig. Généra l P.C’o ntensou . of France , in
conversatio n wit/i British colleagues
Mr J.Ali ’ey and Dr E. W.E. Rogers , who
recent/v joi ned the Board and is currently
Dep u tv Direc tor (A) of the Royal Aircraft
Establishment at Farn boro ugh.

A V/ ON/ CS PANEL CHAIRMAN
Jr H.A. T Timmers (on the right) , fro m the
Dutch National Aerospace Laboratory, seen
here with Dr Lovelace, US National Delegate ,
and Colonel (ret ‘d) John M. Coulter ( US) , the
NASA Coordinator f o r AGARD. Ha i ’ing lust
presided over the Panel Chairmen Meeting
Mr Timmers no doubt had earned that drink!
FRENcH AIR FORCE c’olonel J. R. Lepine, a
Member of the Review Board of AGARD
Project 2000, being greeted by a smiling
Ing. Général C’o ntensou at the receptio n at
the C’ercle Militaire . In the background are
French National Delegate I ‘lu g. Généra l
R.Boscher and Mine Boscher.

VISITOR FROM NA TO HEAD QUAR TERS
on til e occasion of the AGARD Reception
was Mr K.Müller , the Director of the
Armaments and Defence Research Directorate
in the Defence Support Dii ’ision , here seen
with the AGARD Direc tor and his lady.
TWO OLD HANDS TOGETHER .
Long-experienced in the affairsof French
aerospace and of A GA RD are Professor
L.Malavard , Member of the National
Delegates Board and / ‘Ing. Général A. Vialatte,
a former French National Delega te.

I
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Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in
Aerospace Research and Development
by
H .J .Al b recht

Chairman , Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Panel
THE SCOPE OF THE SUBJECT

examp les are the behaviour of solid material in general
and the Earth’ s surface in particular , all with regard to
their effects upon electromagnetic waves.

Historically, the use of the “air ” surrounding our
Earth as a medium for carry ing mechanical devices, such
as aerop lanes , dates back to around the last decade o1
the nineteenth century , roughly the same time that this
very same medium was coming to be used as a carrie r
for wireless wave s on their way from one point to
another. Both developments have proved to be of signiflcant importance to the evolution of our modern world ,
and for the benefit of mankind.

Within AGARD , the Electromagnetic Wave Propaga.
lion Panel deals with all subjects relating to the propagalion aspects of electromagnetic waves in the context of
aerospace research and development; special attention is
paid to scientifi c analysis and evaluation as well as the
application of their results in communications , naviga.
tion , guidance , and surveillance . Major fields of activity
are as follows:—
- - structures and dynamics of the propagation media
in the Earth environment
—
propagation in the atmosp here , in ionosp here and
troposphere , including disturbances , scattering
processes , absorption , prediction , and forecasting
electromagnetic prop agation in the entire
spectrum , from low frequencie s to optical wavelengths , including noise effects , aspects of optical
propagation , antenna fields , patterns , and polarization
propagation aspects of systems, i.e., propagation
effects on total system design
ground characteristics , including interactions and
effects of terrai n , vegetation , and structures.

Both fields have experienced enormous progress.
Initial leaps and glides have led to interp lanetary space travel; first wireless contacts from one room to another
have evolved into interp lanetary communications.
Moreover , the interdependence of these two great
technical developments has become more and more
pronounced. Today , modern aerospace systems would
be unthinkable without equall y modern means of telecommunications and navigation , and , vice versa , these
modern methods are assisted by satellites in space.
Perhaps this sine-qua-non condition is somewhat in
favour of telecommunications and navigation ~n their
utilization of our planet ’s atmosphere , since such
services can also be provided quite satisfactorily without
“assistants ” in space , if the influence s of the medium are
prop erly recoghized and systems are adapted appropriately.

PROPAGATION MEDIA

It is this problem of medium behaviour which is a
major concern in the design of up-to-date systems. In
other words , knowledge of the effects of the medium
upon the propagation of electromagnetic waves repre sents the key to the solution of modern telecommunicalion and navigation problems. In addit ion , propagation
characteristics are very useful indicators of medium
composition and its changes , as well as of dynamic
behaviour , such as turbulence . Furthermore , the study
of adjacent media of propagation interest is important ;

As has already been indicated , a propagation medium
may be defined as any solid , gaseous , or liquid material
in which an electromagnetic wave propagates.
Depending upon the state of the art , knowled ge of
medium characteristics is steadily increasing with some
configurations of waves of certain frequency ranges in
certain media , or may have reached some saturation
level prior to new advances in measurement technology
and methods of analysis. Nevertheles s, the media of

For mor e th an a decade, Dr Hans J.Alb recht has been an AGA RD panel
member, f irst in the Guidance and Control Panel, and , since 1969, in the

Electromagnetic Wave Propagation PaneL He also served as director of an
A GARD Aerospace Application Study on modern communication systems
(AAS No.10). Among other tasks within NA TO, he was chairman of an
R & D programme for tactical satellite communications (1967- 1975).
Dr Alb r echt receiv ed a doc tor ’s degree in engineering science from the
Technical Univers ty (Technische Hochschule) of Aachen and is a Fello w
of the institution of Radio and Electronics Engineers, Australia. in 1977
he was elected President of the FRG committee of the URSI (International
Union of Radio Science).

________________________
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As we have said , any medium in which an electromagnetic wave propagates is a propagation it~ dium. Thus ,
any solid , liquid or gaseous material may be functioning
as such a medium. On the other hand , the use of propagation within electric or electronic components is no
more of interest for electromagnetic wave propagation
research and development , once such fundamental problems have been solved and technological realization
has commenced .

primary interest are generally those in the atmosphere
of our planet , mainl y the ionosphere and troposp here
and adjacent regions.
Figure I illustrates the atmospheric environment and
its effect on all frequencies within the spectrum 10 kHz
to 100 GII z. Altitude above ground and frequency are
drawn to logarithmic scales. On the left-h an d side are
shown generall y-adopted designations for regions of the
atmosp here. Within the troposp here , a distinction has
been made for typ ical altitude ranges of clouds in lower ,
medium and upp er heights. The difference in average
altitude of the tropopause betwe ’n equator and polar
regions is also shown. The chaflge in electron density
betwee n D, E , F 1 and F2 layer regions is responsible for
different reflection characteristics.
The logarithmic
altitude scale permits us to find , within the illustration ,
the altitude for geostationary satellites as well as that of
the moon. Looking at the atmosp heric behaviour within
the entire frequency spectrum we have first of all the
ionospheric reflection up to frequencies of about 30
MHz with some partial transparency in the lowe r
frequency range , depending upon the relationship of
operating frequency to gyro-frequency and upon the
direction of propagation with respect to the magneric
field lines. The range of ionospheric scatter propagation
and meteor backscatter is shown up to 100 MHz. The
so-called “radio-window ” for communications with
spacecraft and satellites is shown to commence at about
100 MHz , its upper limit being governed by high
attenuation on frequencies of the order of 10 GHz and
higher. It should be emphasized that all popular tropospheric propagation links also use frequencies within this
radio-window. In the upper portion with respect to
frequency , the effects of precipitation may represent a
significant source of difficulties while the absorption line
of 02 around 60 GHz renders impossible ordinary links
through such a med ium.

AREAS OF APPLICATION
Fundamentall y, app lication areas of electromagnetic
wave propagation may be subdivided into communications , navigation , and other links supportii ig aerospace
systems. Using the two aforementioned link types as
examples , typical characteristics of propagation paths
may be identified . They are dep icte d in Figure 2 and
are indicated in terms of frequency ranges , features
such as predominant medium parameter , bandwidths
possible , and distances, followed by types of terminal ,
and limitations by propagation. For these purposes of
comparison , three categories of terminal have becn
utilized to differentiate between the wide scale of
possible combinations. Fixed terminals of constant
location are designated as stationary ones , whereas
mobile terminals are those in operation while in motion.
The intermediate type , comprising terminals which are
transportable but not in operation while in motion , has
been called “transportable ”. The limitation characteristics due to propagation behaviour have been listed in
the figure ; they are described in very general terms , more
details are given in the subsequent section.
On the left-hand side of the illustration , Line-of-Sight
paths and those based on Diffraction around obstacles
are shown. Links in these categories may use any
frequency , but mainl y those above 30 MHz have beefl
imp lemented as such. With line-o f-sight links in additio n
to the feature of a geometric limitation by line-of-sight
conditions , the type of terrain below the path and the
environment may cause severe multipath effects , which
may lead to appropriate bandwidth limitations. On the
other hand , abnormal troposp heric conditions , such as
inversion layers in the troposp here , may give rise to
reflections and to multi path occurrence of temporary
as well as variable nature .
Nevertheless , proper
attention to problems due to propagation characteristics
permits the use of these paths for links connecting
stationary, transportable , and mobile terminals.

Another parameter of interest is the noise charac terist ics within the entire frequency range . Again , a
“window ” of low noise temp erature should be taken
into account when selecting frequencies for certain links,
Atmosp heric noise , for instance , increases with
decreasing frequency, while cosmic noise decreases.
The Earth ’s surface is an important propagation
medium which may become effective in several ways.
These refer to action upon antenna characteristics in the
so-called near-field of the antenna , to attenuation for
ground-wave propagation along the surface , to the
effects of vegetation and of ground parameters on the
reflection properties with respect to wave polarization ,
intensity, and phase , and , with subsurface propagation ,
to the attenuation experienced by a wave travelling
through a layer. The two characteristic parameters ,
ground conductivity and dielectric constant , are funclions of humidity and temperature , and of frequency;
they may be considered variable with appropriatel y
detrimental effects upon wave propagation . The geograp hical distribution of gr ound characteristics is of
importance when considering world-wide communication or navigation app lications and the behaviour of the
ground in reflections. Connected with the Earth surface
as a propagation medium is water in its various configurations , with salinity and other parameters being responsible for changes in the electromagnetic characteristics .

The use of the diffraction mechanism is theoretically
possible and represents an imperfect but nevertheless
existing form of propagation paths in the fringe zones of
line-of-sight conditions.
Signal fluctuations are
common ; their dependence upon propagation media is
similar to that mentioned under the line-of-sig ht
conditions.
The next column deals with Reflections at lonospheric Layers. These form in different regions of our
planet ’s atmosp here , on the basis of ionization caused by
various processes. In most cases, a dependence on solar
radiation and solar activity has been verified. The action
of the ionosphere upon propagation is very complex.
Although largest distances on the Earth suface may be
covered by such links , and eve n with a minimum of
radiated electromagnetic energy , the proper use of
special features of this propagation mechanism requires
expertise and continuous research.
8
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For large distances the wave is reflected once or
several times at an appropriate height within the ionosphere , and perhaps , though not necessaril y but possibly,
at one or more intermediate points on the Earth surface,
With reflection heights vary ing between 100 and 400 km
(see Figure 1) surface distances amount from zero to a
maximum of the order of 4000 km if the horizontal
layer structure is parallel to the ground: far larger
distances may be covered if the layer is inclined with
respect to the ground beneath it , with the excitation of
a chordal path inside and along the layer , or by a
The complexity of
sequence of single reflections.
propagation via ionosp heric reflections leads to different
path components with the consequence of a reduction in
the bandwidth of such links.

ionospheric scatter propagation commences above the
highest yet regularl y reflected frequency in the shortwave range , aroun d 30 MHz , and is generall y limited to
frequencies of the order of 100 MHz. On account of
path geometry , maximum possible distance s amount to
the order of 2000 km.
With troposp heric scatter propagation , the scatter
mechanism may be based on turbulence , using scatter
elements formed by random fluctuations of the
dielectric constant , or on diffu se and partial reflections
from layer-like structures in the troposphere . The
mechanism is similar to the ionosp heric one but higher
frequencies are usually emp loyed; the typical range
extends from about 1 to I S GHz. Depending again upon
geometric limitations given by the altitude range of the
scatter volume , distances of 100 to 600 km may be
covered.

The maximum propagation frequency depends upon
the state of ionization which is governed by the time
required for a neutralization or recombinat ion of ions
and electrons and by the strength of the ionizing radiatio n. Whereas the former parameter is a function of
atmosp heric density or , largel y, of the height above the
Earth’ s surface , the latter is determined by solar rad iation and thus by a variety of components , as time of the
day, season , and solar activity. A measure for the lastmentioned variable is the number of sunspots.
Although a large number of variables in ionospheric
propagation has been investigated successfull y during
the last fifty years and although results are useful for
reasonably reliable average predictions , a continuing
augmentation of relevant knowledge , for instance on
irregular and abnormal characteristics , allows an
increasing imp lementation of modern technolog ies,

Communication or navigation links using artificial

Satellites in Space represent a relativel y young app lica-

lion area . The transparency of the atmosphere in certain
frequency regions , in so-called “radio-windows ” (see
Figure 1) enables such space links to be established . The
right-hand column in Figure 2 illustrates some of their
features. They are also app licable to guidance and
surveillance use.
In princip le , satellite uses resemble line-of-sight links
with a relay or reference terminal in space . Earlier
experiments in space communications used passive
satellites , such as “Echo”, which reflected energy
arriving from an earth terminal back towards the Earth ,
thus enabling reception by another Earth terminal. With
the advancement in aerospace technology , and , thus in
direct connection with it , active repeaters in space took
their place. Initiall y, these satellites disp layed onl y
elliptical , non-stationary orbits , “Tel s tar ” being an earl y
examp le. As time went on , the precision attainable in
launching satellites incre ased , and today, highly accurate
positioning of satellites in geostationary or any other
suitable orbits belongs to the state of the art. Geostationary or quasi -geostationary orbits are normal ly
circular at low inclination angles with regard to the
equator. They are usefu l for most requirements in geograp hical areas up to a certain high latitude. For special
purpose s, elliptical orbits are employed.

Turning to Scatter Paths as another typical application area , it may be remembered that appropriate
research was initiated about three decades ago in order
to increase the overall reliability of terrestrial communication. Features are illustrated in the next column of
Figure 2. With this type of propagation , a volume in
the atmosphere , a so-called scatter volume , is illuminated
by a transmitter and the energy scattere d towards the
receiving terminal is being used for the communication
link. Obviously, energy requirements of such systems
are much larger than those of line-o f-sight links;
however , the overall reliability of the scatter links may
under certain conditions be better. Distances large r than
those of line-of-sight links , and moderate bandwidth
requirements are representative app lications. Two types
of scatter propagation have become known: ionospheric
scatter using volumes at the altitudes of the D-layer and
troposp heric scatter using scatter volumes below the
tropopause. Stratosp heric scatter links have also been
tested. Any scatter mechanism usually leads to a limitation in the bandwidth which may be transmitted,

As far as path characteristics of space links are concerned , they can obviously be considered similar to lineof-sight conditions if frequencies in the ranges of trans .
parencies are utilized. Depending upon frequency and
geograp hical location of surface terminals , severe limitalions due to ionospheric irregularities may occur in the
various app lications indicated . Figure 3 shows the geoRelevant research
grap hical regions most affected.
activities are progressing in many ~ountr ies and are of
particular practical value in an attempt of optimizing the
otherwise most advanced method s of communication
and navigation provided by artificial earth satellites.

Irregularities or variations of electron density in the
height region of the D-layer , between 70 and 90 km , are
one basis of a ionospheric scatter mechanism. These
variations can be considered to be due to turbulent
mixing; they provide regular but weak scattering. In
addition , the passage of meteors through the atmosp here
causes a shortlived existence of ionized trails which may
lead to intermittent reflections , useful for burst communications. Furthermore , diffu se reflections may be due
to patches of a layer in the E-region of the ionosphere ,
the so-called sporadic E-layer , or due to irregularities in
the higher regions of the ionosp here , approximately in
the uppe r F2-layer. The typical frequency range for

NATURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS
As has alread y been indicated , limitations in using
propagation paths for any purpose vary in different
frequency range s on account of conditions of environment , noise , and change s in parameters which affect the
path , either by reflection , scatter , or absorption.
In Figure 4 an attempt has been made to illust ra te the
more important propagation path characteristics as a
function of frequency , effective atmospheric altitude
9
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ranges , and typical distances. These three parame ters are
represented by mutuall y perpendicu lar axes usitig
logarithmic scales throughout. This grap hical synopsis
is now to he commented U~~Ofl in somewhat more detail.
(‘ommencing with very tow frequencies (VIE ’ ) shown
at the top of the figure . a world-wide coverage is possible
b y means of waveguide- like propagation in the belt
formed by the Earth’ s surface and the lowest ionospheric layer , the U-layer , whose relatively low electr on
density is adequate for a reflection of these frequenc ies .
Obviousl y, changes in the characteristi c of both
boundary zones influence the quality of such paths and
may represent inherent limitations to their use .
Assu m ing a path between two points to follow a greatcircle on the Earth ’s surface , electrical characteristics of
this surface region , as well as the diurnall y and
seasonall y variable state of 0-layer ionization , affect the
amp litude ol a signal and its phase , which may, for
instance , cause deviations in measurements of times of
arrival and thus influence essential navigation data ,

or port ion of the scatter volume provided that both ,
frequency of operation and antenna heamwid th , permit
an adequate distinction between path comp oocot s.
The dependence of this propagation mechanism upon
weather conditions and the inherent sensitivit y to relevant disturbances represent a direct connection to other
aerospace fields and , in particular , their measurement
techniques . An appropriate cooperation within the
A GARD community can be considered to be of great
mutual benefit.
The bottom portion of Fi gure 4 shows line-of-sight
links which are representative of typ ical use in most
parts of the entire spectrum , up to optical frequencies
above frequencies of the order of 10 Tilz (Tera -Her tz ).
Features and functions have been described before.
Depending upon the frequencies utilized , electrical
characteristics of ’ the ground , abnormal gradients of
refractive index , attenuation due to precipitation and
fog may all influence the reliability and may thus
represent limitations.

With regard to somewhat higher frequencies and , e.g.,
long-distance paths in this range , which is usually
ref e rre d to a s “high-frequency ” or “short-waves ” , the
state of ionization in the here relevant layers
F 2 and
perhaps F 1, and F is an essential source of variability,
again in addition to earth-surface characteristics in
possible reflection areas. On the other hand , the latter
leature is of no effect with chordal paths which , by
definition , do not touch the surface , as has been mentioned in the previous section of this paper , such conditio n s prevail for certain distance ranges with regularly
existing inclined horizontal structures in ionosp heric
layers , within dawn zones and towards the path ends.
The following, rather large portion of the spectrum from
about 30 MHz to frequencies of the order of about
100 GlIz accommodates a number of app lications for
propagation paths. Figure 4 illustrates the information
given in previous sections.

With regard
to technological limitations on
frequencies below about 10 G I-Iz , the above comments
and those in the previous sections on power requirements may presentl y still govern the emp loyment of
small equi pment intended for mobile or portable
app lications . With increasing frequency, this type of
limitation may more and more concern the present
feasibility of at all imp lementing links of one or the
other configuration , depending upon power levels and
operational stability achivable. Activities in research and
development aim at a stead y improvement .
R & D TREND IN PROPAGATION MEDIA
Objectives of research and development in electromagnetic wave propagation comprise an optimization
of links for communication and other purposes by
identifying, predicting, and where possible , mastering
difficulties indicated in the previous section. Work has
recently commenced on a perhaps very powerfu l , future
tool: the artificial moaification of propagation media
to achieve maximum efficiency and optimization. Up
to a certain degree such remedies concern all portions of
the electromagnetic wave spectrum and all fields of
app lications. Activities of the Electromagnetic Wave
Prop agation Panel during the last few years , and particularly in 1976 , have led to indicative results.

Irregularities in the ionosp here may limit the usefulness of satellites in certain geographic regions and up to
about 10 GHz ; on higher frequencies , rain and other
precip itation may severely a ffect communication and
other paths between Earth and space . In any portions of
the spectrum abnormal troposp heric conditions may
cause changes in path geometry, such as inveision layers
or other types of unusual gradients of the refractive
index as a function of ’ altitude , Additional sources of ’
path unreliability towards the higher frequencies of the
total spectrum may be represented by attenuation due
to fog, and signal fluctuations or scintillations due to
turbulence characteristics ,

In Ionospheric Radio Wave Propa gation, the impact
of satellite technology about ten years ago caused a
change with regard to the app lication of ionosp heric
research results to problems connected with this new
type of path requiring an optimum atmosp heric transparency. Alread y in the late sixties activities of the then
Electromagnetic Wave Prop agation Committee concerned ionosp heric irregularities as one significant source
of possible limitations. Research work continues with
the objective of optimizing communication and other
links using this path configuration.

In the interest of clarity, Fi gure 4 does not include
scatter links using irregularities in the ionosphere . Those
in the troposp heric regions are indicated with typical
distance and useful frequency ranges. The reliability of
such scatter links depends on the turbulence structure in
the troposp heric scatter volume , or on conditions preva iling for another scatter mechanism , such as partial
reflections at layer-like structures. Disturbance s in the
weather can thus cause significant changes in limitations
with respect to required power and obtainable bandwidth. Some time ago , studies aiming at better reliability under average conditions resulted in the use of socalled diversity paths , i .e., a simultaneous transmission
of the signal by means of several path components
differing slightl y in spatial antenna position , frequency ,

Additional activities in the ..eld of ionospheric propagation refer to the extension of the useful spectrum
by means of artificiall y modifying the medium such that
the maximum usable frequency for high-frequency longdistance propagation (so-called MUF) is increased and
the lowest usable frequency ( ‘LUF ”) is lowered. A
promising method of extending the maximum usable
frequency is represented by “ionospheric heating ” , or
10
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TYPICAL APPLICAT ION AREAS OF ELECTROMAGNFTIC WAVE PROPAG ATION PATHS
TYPE OF LINK

LINE—OF-SIGHT

(co MMu NIcATIo N.

DIFFRACTION PATHS

&

NAVIGATION.
GUIDANCE

V LF-MF-HF- PATHSREFLECTIONS AT
IONOSPHERE

SCATTER PATHS
TROPOSCATT ER

SATELLITE Lt NKS
LINE — OF -SIGHT

IONOSCATTER

RADIO RELA Y tN SPACE

AND

SURVE I LL A NCE )

fc
~ ~~~

FREQUENCY
RANGES

ALL RANGES

ABOVE 30 MHZ

p
~~~~~~~~~

/~~~~~~~~~~~ :y
HF 3 - 30 MHZ
AND BELOW 3 MHZ

100 MHZ - 15

A LL RANGES ABOVE

GHZ

100 MHZ

-

FEATURES

TYPE OF
TERMINAL

STRICTLY Lt NE-OFSIGHT OR
DIFFRACTION
W IDE BANDW I DTH S
POSSIBLE
UNDER FAVOURABLE
CONDITIONS

IONOSPHERIC CONDIT IONS & THEIR
VARIATIONS REQ UIRE ADAPTATION
SMALL BANDWIDTHS
SMALL NO. OF
CHANNELS

DEPENDENCE ON SCAT —
TER CAPABILITY OF
MEDIUM VARIATIONS
REQ UIRE ADAPTATION
W ITH IONOSCATTE R
ONLY SMALL
BANDWIDTHS

SHORT DISTANCES

LARGE Dt STANCES

MEDIUM DISTANCES

STATIONARY.

STATIONARY

STATIONARY.

LI ;II TAT ION S

~ ()p(~1,
~f ION

PV D

MOBILE

MOBIL E

OR TRANSPORTABLE

OR TRANSPORTABLE

MULT IPATH ENVIRONMENT
TROPO SPHERIC
COND I T IONS

IONOSPHERIC

OR

TRANSPORTABLE

LINE-OF-SIGHT
CONDITIONS
DEPENDENT ON
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSP A R E N C Y AS FUN C T ION
OF FREQUENCY
WIDE BANDW IDTHS
POSSI B LE
LARGE DISTANCES
STATIONARY.

ONLY

MOBILE

OR TRANSPORTABLE

SCATTER CAPABILITY
OT H ER
TROPOSPHERI C CONDI T IONS

CONSTANCY OF

OF MEDIUM &

ATMOSPHERIC

PARENCY

TRANS

Fig.2 Typical application areas of electromagnetic wave propagation paths
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Fig.3 Regions of disturbed UHF satellite communications
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the use of ’ extremely high radio wave energy to heat a
certain portion in the ionosp here which in turn assists
in forming
satisfactory prop agation mechanism for
frequencies above the natural maximum usable one.
The reduction of the lowesi usable frequency may
perhaps be achieved by the rele ’ se of chemical substances in certain ionospheric volume ,

For more than two decades , the Panel has now
succeeded in organizing a large number of typical activities such as symposia , specialists ’ meetings , lecture series ,
working groups , consultant missions , and other advisory
work. It has become a managerial practice to permit a
comp lete coverage of interim results and advancement of
knowled ge in each of the detailed fields in intervals of
approximatel y two years. Some years ago , technical
areas were defined as an Intermediate level of organzzational structure , As an indication of the constructive
rep etition in area coverage , the more recent and relevant
meetings appear below with the dates of their sponsorship:
Ionospheric Propagation :
1975 , 1978 , 1979
Tropospheric Propagation:
1976 , 1977 , 1978
LF/ MF/HF Propagation:
1977 , 1978 , 1979
Propagation Aspects of Systems: 1975 , 1976 , 1978
Optical Propagation:
1975 , 1977 , 1978
-Ground Characteristics:
1974 , 1976 , 1979

a

In Tropospheric Rad io Wai e Propa g ation, a steadil y
progressing technological development has enabled the
use of increasing ly higher frequencies. ti’.is process can
be expected to continue with the result of reliable equipment becoming available in ranges of millimetre , submillimetre , and optical waves. As far as research and
development in propagat Ion media is concerned , thIs
progress leads to an increasing importance of ’ work
di rected at identif ying, analyz ing, and predicting areas ,
occurre n ce , and intensity of natural limitations discussed
in the previous section. An enormous amount of data
has been collected on relevant links operating on
frequencies below 10 GHz , such that onl y special queslions remai n to be solved. An examp le is the variable
effect of inversion layers in the vicinity of line-o f-sight
path s. such work is Just commencing and will be of
particular importance in connection with the establish ment of topographical data banks for automatic cornputeri zed link design. As another examp le measurements of ’ attenuation and phase effects of rain and
other precip itation are now being undertaken in many
countries of the world. an appropriate evaluation may
be expected to result in reasonable statistical data for
link design . Similar to tts pplication in ionospheric
propagation , the artificial modification of troposp heric
propagation media should , some time in the future ,
yield a h igher reliability in troposp heric propagation ,
In this case , a predominant connection exists with
experiments in weather modification ,
ACTIVITIES OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
E jWPAG ATION PANEL

Activities under consideration for future years are
closely related to the trend in research and development.
They extend from predominantly research-oriented to
more app licational fields , with certain emp hasis upon
interface areas with othe r AGARD-panels.
POSSIBLE LONG-TERM TREND
MAGNETIC WAVE PROPAGATION

WAVE

The Panel concerns itself with the prop agation of
electromagnetic waves and , especially with their application to communication , navigation , guidance , and surveillance . In add ition , detailed knowledge of propagation media is made available to assist other activities
in the aerospace environment , as , for instance , ii, connection with fluid dynamics , fligh t mechanics , guidance
and control , etc. Main objective s of the Panel ensure a
close connection to basic research; on the other hand ,
the interface contact between research and app licatior .
is also regarded as one of the essential tasks in order to
achieve optimum efficiency in the Panel ’s service to the
aerospace community.
14
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The assessment of a long-term trend , or the forecast
of future research and development in the field under discussion , meets with the difficulties of , and disp lays the
same causes of error as, any long-term trend analysis.
With regard to some trend examp les, a previous section
of this paper mentions appropriate assumptions. A more
general treatment may be based on tentative forecasts in
two categories:
(a) the effect of progress made in technological
development in adjacent and supporting areas ,
and
(b) the progress in research in Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation.
The first-mentioned category includes areas in which
progress may be derived directly from the technological
advancement predicted for forthcoming decades. In this
connection the present development in an advancing
feasibility of the employment frequencies higher than
100 GHz , in combination with the stead y accumulation
of research data referring to those higher frequencies ,
will probabl y lead to their use for conventional types of
links for communication , navigation , guidance and surveillance , such as terrestrial line-o f-sight links , satellite
link s for transmission ‘etween terrestrial and , perhaps,
airborne terminals , a’ well as for kinds of links of
increasing importance
thc space-age advance s, such as
inter-satellite and interplanetary links. The steadily
accumulating amount of data will most likely concern
the behaviour of the prop agation medium on those
high er frequencies. It should also be kept in mind that
the employment of frequencies above 100 GHz will
ultim atel y lead to the use of the entire sp ectrum of
electromagnetic waves with the coverage of the in terval
presen tly neglected , for instance between about 100
(,IIz and the optical frequency ranges , as orders of
magnitude. To some degree , this advancing use of
frequencies above 100 Gflz will most likely be caused by
the frequency requirements which will undoubtedl y

In more than twenty years , the Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation Panel of AGARD and its predecessors have
now attended to research and development fields
indicated in the previous sections of this review. The
panel originated as the Ionospheric Research Committee
in 1956. In 1965 , the field of activity was extended to
the entire area of electromag netic wave propagation.
Panel status was gr anted in 1970. F.Lied (Norway)
was the first chairman in 1957/ 58 , followed b y
P.Newman
(United
States),
E . Vassy
(France),
M.Anastassiades (Greece), B.Burgess (United Kingdom),
I.Paglus (Canada); past chairmen since elevation to full
panel status in 1970 are K.Davies (United States),
O.Holt (Norway), I .R anzi (Ital y), and P .M.Fl alley
(France).

-
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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needs of society. To use a more precise definition , the
field of artificial modification of prop agation media
should gain a predominant emp hasis , while no harmful
changes occur with the atmosp heric environment.
Whereas the present status of this field of research is
very closely connected to the artificial influence upon
the atmospheric environment , the trend of future
development may be directed more precisely towards a
modification of environmental media for the main
purpose of stabilizing electromagnetic wave propagation
on links of various kinds. With a somewhat more direct
reference to AGARD activities , the Panel on Electromagnetic Wave Prop agation sponsored a specialists ’
meeting in April 1976 as the first international scientific
meeting which specifically covered anthropogeneous
atmosp heric changes for the purpose of intentionall y
modify ing propagation media. It is to be assumed that ,
in about 20 to 30 years , propagation media may be
modified artificiall y such that the appropriate operational links will be far more reliable than their present
counterparts on the same frequencies .

increase as the needs in communication and other fields
wi l l he more and more predominant with the general
technological development to be anticipated for forthcoming decades ,
Considering the actual technological effectiveness of
the gent r al development to be expected , the stability of
equipment for those higher frequencies Just mentioned
will probabl y reach the criteria presently achievable for
microwaves up to 100 6Hz. On the other hand , data on
the behaviour of the propagation media will be more
reliable because of an increase in their statistical signifi cance. Keeping in mind that the atmosp heric propaga tion media as . for instance , the troposp here , will affect
signal attenuation and related characteristics , the developmen t in forecasting th is behaviour is assumed to
reach an adequate level. Although even slight fog should
represent an influence upon the variations in such links ,
the extrapolated advancement in predicting the occurrenc e of ’ such detrimental effects should permit the
emp loyment of diversity methods within an operational
net , in other words , a kind of net diversity system.
Ultimately, the reliability of links in that frequency
range should thu s be adequate for ordina ry app lications ,

Summarizing these few comments on a possible longterm trend as far as electrom agnetic wave propagation is
concerned , future tasks will have to be directed towards
more and more advance s in research and development
and will have to be adapted to changing requirements.
For the AGARD Panel on Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation , this objective may be identified as a continuation of active contributions to basic research and
to app lication-oriented interpretation of scientifi c
results for the benefit of the NATO -communit ~ .

As the second category , research progress is to be
considered as far as the field of electromagnetic wave
prop agation is concerned. Obviousl y, the appropriate
advancement is also connected to the progress to be anticioated in the more technolog ical area. On the other
hand , this kind of progress will concern , to a larger
extent , the adaptation of propagation media to the

15
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HELM UT LANGFELDER
On the sixth of April this year , in Marignane , Helmut Lang felder lost his life
when , during a visit to the French aircraft industry, the helicopter in which he was
travelling crashed. With this tragic event the NATO aerospace community lost an
outstanding engineer and leader.
Helmut Langfelder , who was born in Vienna , was only forty-nine. He was a man
of great charm and energy and had risen to become Chairm an of the MesserschmittBölkow-Blohm (MBB) Board of Directors , a position he assumed just three months
before his death.
His career started shortl y after the war when he read mathematics and ph ysics in
Sydney, subsequentl y going on to continue his studies at the London School of
Economics. Thereafter , in 1952 , he joined Messerschmitt AG as a design and development engineer. In 1958 he became responsible for the Aerodynamics and New
Projects Department before taking over , a year later , the post of Chief Departmental
Head , Aerodynamics and flight Mechanics , in Entwicklungsring Süd (EWR), Munich.
Probabl y one of the most important phases of his work started in 1970 when he
moved to MBB , Munich , as Chief of the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft programme. As
anyone associated with the MRC A will know , this multi-national venture has been
one of extraordinary technical and political complexity. Helmut Langfelder knew
all about the significance of international collaboration in aviation and the adeptness
with which he practised it came to be recognized as a hall-mark to his work.

AGA RD is gratefu l to have had him as a member of its National Delegates Board ,

albeit for onl y a few brief months , and , along with his colleagues in MBB and the
Minist ry of Defence of the Federal Republic of Germany, AGARD greatly mourns
his passing.
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Von K rmán
~
Medals 1978
The 1978 Von Kár inán Medals have been awarded to
Dr Alexander H.FI ax (United States) and Professor
van Oosteront (The Netherlands 1. Presentations will
be made at the Fall 1978 meeting of the A GARD
NationalDelegates Board, and the citations which
accompany the medals read as follows.’

DR ALEXANDER H.FLAX is recognized as an international authority
in aerospace science and technology . He has made major contributions
in the fields of fluid mechanics , aeropropulsion , and aerospace vehicle
de sign .

_____
-

.

‘

--

,

______

-

Dr Flax has served as a US National Delegate to AGARD since 1969,
and as Chairman of the National Delegates Board from 1973 throug h

1976. He has been a member of the Executive and Advisory Committees

________

.
~~~
-

.

...

-

~~~~

-

since 1969, and was a member of the Steering Committee from 1971
through 1976.

—

His broad experience in aerospace research , both from the laboratory
point of view and from that of directing large research efforts on both
national and international scales, has formed the basis of his valuable
contributions to AGARD.

-

,

.
-.

PROFESSOR TEUNIS VAN OOSTEROM made valuable contributions

-

--.
-

to many AGAR D meetings for over twenty years. From 1960 until the
end of 1977 he gave dedicated service to AGARD , as a member of the
Flight Mechanics Panel , including membership of various working groups
and as Chairman of the Flight Test Instrumentation Committee.
Showing great ability to bring together people from many nations for a
common effort , he was the moving spirit in the compilation of the
important Flight Test Instrumentation Series of publications. His
personal examp le and his enthusiasm has inspired authors from many
quarters to provide AGARD with the best of their combined knowledge ,
for the benefit of the NATO community.
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CALENDAR OF PLANNED MEETINGS
1979

Location

len tativt ’ Dates

Panel

Type of

Meeting/ Subjec t

22 26 January

BELGIUM
(Bru ssels)

Aerospace Medical

Specialists ’ Meetings on
— Maintenance of Air Operations
while under Attack with Chemical
Agents (Classified)
— Recent Advances in Aeronautical
and Space Medicine

5 6 March

TURKEY
( Ankara)

Fluid Dynamics

Lecture Series No.98
Missile Aerodynamics

8 9 March

ITALY
(Rome)

Fluid Dynamics

Lecture Series No.98
Missile Aerodynamics

12- 16 March

BELGIUM
(VKI , Brussels)

Fluid Dynamics

Lecture Series No.98
Missile Aerodynamics

2 1—23 March

FRAN(’E
(Paris)

Headquarters

46th
26th
9th
26th

I - 6 April

UNITED STATES
(Williamsburg , Va)

Structures & Materials

48th Panel Meeting/ Specialists’ Meeting
— Damping Effects in Aerospace
Structures
— Low-cost Aircraft Flutter Clearance

2--6 April

NORWAY
(Kol s~s)

Propulsion & Energetics

53rd Panel Meeting/ Symposium on
Solid Rocket Motor Technology
(Classified)

2 3 April

NORWAY
(Oslo)

Structures & Materials

Lecture Series No~lO2
Bonded Joints and Preparation for Bonding

5— 6 April

NETHERLANDS
(The Hague)

Structures & Materials

Lecture Series No.102
Bonded Joints and Preparation for Bonding

9 13 Apri l

TURKEY
(Ankara)

Avionics

37th Panel Meeting/ Symposium on
Avionics Reliability, its Techniques and
Related Disciplines

23 24 April

UNITED KINGDOM
(London)

Propulsion & Energetics

Lecture Series No .103
Non-Destructive Inspection Methods for
Propulsion Systems and Components

26 -27 April

ITALY
(Milan )

Propulsion & Energetics

Lecture Series No .103
Non-Destructive Inspection Methods for
Propulsion Systems and Components

7- 8 May

GERMANY
(Bonn)

Avionics

Lecture Series No. 1 00
Methodology for Control of life Cycle
Costs for Avionics Systems

10 -II

GRLE(’L

Avionics

Lecture Series NoiOO
Methodology for Control of Life Cycle
Costs for Avionics Systems

CANADA
(Ottawa)

Guidance & Control

28th Panel Meeting/ Symposium on
Advances in Guidance and Control
Systems using Digital Techniques
(Class i fied)

May

(Athens)

7 - II May

National Delegates Board Meeting
Panel Chairmen Meet ing
National Coordinators Meeting
Steering Committee Meeting
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Tentative Dates

Location

Tvp t- of Meeting/ Subject

Pane !

ITALY
(Naples )

Fluid Dy namics

44th Panel Meeting / Symposium on
Aerodynamic Characteristics of Controls

23 May

UNITED STATES
(Washingto n)

Military ( o,nm itt ee
Studies

P2000 Review Board

24 25 May

UNITED STATES
(Washi ngton)

Aerospace App licat ions
Studies Commite e

Final Studies Review

2 1 25 May

UNITED KINGDO M
(London)

Flight Mechanics

54th Panel Meeting / Symposium on
Missile System Fligh t M echanics
(C lassified )

PORTUGAL
( Lisbon)

Electromagnetic Wave
l’ropagation

Symposium on Special Topics in H.F.
Pr opagat i o n

4 5 June

ITALY
(Rome)

Guidance and Control

Lecture Series No .10 1
Guidance and Control for Tactical Guided
Weapons with Emphasis on Simulation
and Testing

7 8 June

TURKEY
(A nkara)

Guidance and Contro l

Lecture Series N o .10 1
Guidance and Control for Tactical Guided
Weapo n s w it h E mp hasis on Simulation
and Testing

II

UNITED STATES
( E gl in AFB , Fa)

Guidance and Control

Lecture Series No.1 0 1
Guidance and Control for Tactical Guided
Weapons w ith Em phasis on Simulat i on
and Testing

UNITED KINGDOM
( London )

Electro m agnetic Wave
Propagation

Lecture Series No. 99
Aerospace Propagation Media Modelling
and Prediction Schemes for Modern
Communications Navigation and
Surveillance Systems

UNITED STATES
(Boulder , Co)

Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation

Lecture Series No. 99
Aerospace Propagation Media Modelling
and Prediction Schemes for Modern
Communications Navigation and
Surveillance Systen ~

3 -6 September

GERMANY
(Munich)

Flight Mechanics

55th Panel Meeting/S ymposium on
the Use of Computers as a Design Tool

10 - 14 September

NORWAY
(Sp ~ tind)

Electromagnetic Wave
Propagation

26th Panel Meetin g/Specialists ’ Meeting on
Terrain Profiles and Contours in E M .
Propagation

19 -2 1 September

ITALY
(Florence)

Headquarters

1 5th Annual Meeting
47th National Delegates Board Meeting
2 7th Panel Chairme n Meeting

24 28 September

NETH ERLANDS
(The Hague)

Fluid Dynamics

45th Panel Meeting/ Symposium on
Turbulent Boundary-Layers —
Experiments , Theory and Modelling

24-28 September

GI .RMANY
(Cologne)

Propulsion & Ener getics

54th Panel Meeting /Specialists ’ Meeting on
a) Advanced Contro l Systems for Aircraft
Power Plant (Classified )
b) Combustor Modelling

14 - 17 May
21

-

28 May

I June

12 June

4 - 5 June

14

-

I

5 June
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Tenta tiie Dates

Loca tion

Panel

Type of Meeting,-Sub/ ect

30 September 5 Octobe r

GERMANY
(Cologne)

Structures & Materials

49th Panel Meeting/ Special ists’ Meeting on
Ceramics for Small Turbines
(with part icipatio n of PEP ,

4 5 October

FRANCE
(Parts)

Aerospace Medical

Lecture Series No .105
Intensive Air Operations : Problems of
Sleep, Wakefu lness and Circadia n Rhythms

8 9 October

CANADA
(To be advised)

Aerospace Medical

Lecture Series No . 10 5
Intensive Air Operations: Problems of
Sleep, Wakefulne% and Circadian Rhythms

8 12 October

DEN MARK
(Copenhagen)

Guidance & Control

29th Panel Meetin g/ Symposiu m on
Tactical Air Traffic Managemen t Syste m s
and Technology (Classt lied

1 5 - 1 9 October

FRANCE
(Paris)

Avionics

38th Panel Meeting Symposium on
Modelling and Simulation of Avionics
Systems and Command, Con trol and
Communications Systems

16 — 18 October

GREECE
(Athens )

Technical Information

32nd Panel Meeting - Specialists ’ Meeting on
Review of Developments in R & D
Informa tion Transfer

22 -- 2€ October

PORTUGAL
( Lisbon) .

Aerospace Medical

29 -30 October

NEThERLANDS
(Delft)

Flig ht Me chanics

Lecture Series No .104
Parameter Identification

I

UNITED KINGDOM
(London )

Flig ht Mechanics

Lecture Series No.104
Parameter Identification

13 - 1 4 November

GERMANY
(Mun ich )

Military Committee
Studies

P2000 Review Board
Final Repo rt Review

15 - 16 November

GERMANY
(Munich )

Aerospace Applications
Studies Committee

16th Meeting

2 November

, \ote

36th Panel Meeting/ Specialists’ Meeting on
Aircrew Systems and Human Factors
in Future High Performance Aircraft
(with possible participation of FMP .
GCP and TIP)
- Low Altitude/High-Speed Flight Aircrew Factors
(with GCP and FMP)

—

Meetings of the Miliiar s committee Studies P2000 Working Groups

are not included in

this calendar
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TRAI)UCTION DES lITRES DES REUNIONS
Title .s of Meetings

litres des Reunions

Aerospace Medical Panel
Maintenance of Air Op erations while under Attack
with Chemical Agents

Maintien des Operations Aériennes au cours
d’Attaques par Agents Chimi qu es

Rece nt Advances in Aeronautical and Space Medicine

Pro~~ès Récents en Médecine Aéronautique et Spatiale

Aircrew Systems and Human Factors in Future
High-Performance Aircraft

Systèmes a l’u sage des Equi pages , et Facteurs Humains ,
dans les Futurs Avions a Grandes Perfo rmances

Low Altitude/High Speed Flight

Facteurs lies aux Equipages dans les Vol5 a Basse
Altitude et Grande Vitesse

-

Aircrew Factors
Avionics Panel

Avionics Reliability, its Techniques and Related
Disciplines

Fiabi lité de I ’Llectronique Aérospatiale

et D isci plines (‘on nexes

Modelling and Simulation of Avionics and Command ,
Control , and Communications Systems

-

Techni q u es

Modélisation et Simulation des Systêmes Electroniques
Aérospat iaux et des Systémes de Commande , de
Contrôle et de Co mm unications

Electromagnetic Wave Propagation Panel
-

Special Topics in h F Propagation

-

Terrain Profiles and Contours in EM Propagation

-

Problémes Spécifiques de Propagation des Ondes HF
Profils et Contours de Terrain dans Ia Propagation

—

des On des EM

Flight Mechanics Panel
—

-

Missile System Fli ght Mechanics

-

T he U se of Co m pu ters as a Design Tool

--

Mécaniq ue du Vol des Sy stèmes de Missiles
L ’Ordinat eur en tant qu ’Instrument de Conception

Fluid Dynamics Panel
Aerody namic Characteristics of Controls
Turbulent Boundary-Layers
and Modelling

---

—

Experiments , Theory

Caracteristiques Aérodynami ques des Commande s
Couches Limites Turbu lentes
et Modé lisation

--

Experiences . Théorie

Guidance and Control Panel
-

-

Advances in Guidance and Control Systems using
Digital Techniques

Progrés en matiêre de SystCmes de Guidage et
Contrôle Utilisant des Techni ques Num ériques

-

Tactical Air Traffi c Management Systems and
Technology

--

Systémes et Technologie de Gestion du Trafic Aérien
Tactique

Propulsion and Energetics Panel
-

-

Solid Rocket Motor Technology

--

Advanced (‘ontro l Systems for Aircraft Powerplants

-—

Cor nbustor Modelling

-

Technologie des Moteur s Fusées

a Propergol Solide

Systémes Avancés dc (‘ommande pour Groupes
Propulseurs d’Avions
Mo dClisation des Chambres de Combustion
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Titres des Reunions

Titles of Meetings

Structures and Materials Panel
Damping Effects in Aerospace Structures

Les Effets de l’Amortissement dans les Structures
Aérospatia les

Low-Cost Aircraft Flutter Clearance

-

( ‘era mics for Small Turbines

(‘e r tif i catio n , du point de vue Flottement , des A v ion s
de F ai ble CoOt
(‘éramiques pour Turbomoteurs de Petites
Dimensions.

Technical Information Panel
Review of Developments in R&D Information
Tran sfe r

-

B il a n des R da li satio n s en ma t ié r e de T rans f e r t
d ’Informations sur Ia Recherche et Ic Developpement

Lecture Series
Missile Aerodynamics
-

L’Aérodynamique des Missiles

Aerospace Propagation Media Modelling and
Prediction Schemes for Modern Communications ,
Navigation and Surveillance Systems

—

M ethodo l ogy for Control of Life-C yc l e Costs f o r
Avio nics System s

—

(iuidan ce and Contro l for Tactical Guided Weapons
with Emphasis on Simulation and Testing

--

Bonded Joints and Preparation for Bonding
-

--

---

Non-Destructive Inspection Methods for
Propulsion Systems and Components

--

Parameter Identif ication

Mét hodo l ogie d u Co n t r Ole des CoOts de C yc l e de Vie
des Systémes Electroni ques Aé r ospatia ux
Guidage et Controle des Armes Tacti qu es Gu idC es
en particu lier , Simulation et Essais

—

Joints Collés et Preparation au Collage
Méthodes d’Examen non Destructif des Systêmes
Propulsifs et de leurs Composants

-— Identification de Paramètres

Intensive Air Operations - Problems of Sleep,
Wakefulness and Circadian Rhythms

-

Schémas de Modélisation et de Prediction des Milieux
de Propag ation Aérospatiau x pour Systemcs Modernes
de Communications , de Navigatio n et de Surveillance

—

Operations Aériennes Intensiv e s: Problémes de
Sommeil , de Vigilance et de Rythme Circadien

Aerospace Applications Studies Committee
-.

AASC Meetings and Working Groups

-

Reunions de I’AASC et Groupes de Travail

Projec t 2000
--

Review Board Meetings

—

Reunions du ComitC Directeur

Headquarters
—

-

-

-

AGARD Annual Meeting

Reunion Annuelle de I’AGARD

National Delegates Board Meetings

Reunions du Conseil des Délégués Nationaux
Reunion du ComitC d’Orientation

Steering Committee Meeting

- -

Panel (‘hairmen Meetings

—

Reunions des Presidents de Panels

National Coordinators Meeting

-

Reunion des Coordonnateurs Nationaux
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